Exam

- The exam rooms are posted on the homepage.
  - **SID**                    **ROOM**
    - 0-12999999  EECS 1001
    - 13000000-28999999  EECS 1500
    - 29000000-49999999  Dow 1013
    - 50000000-68999999  GG Brown 1504
    - 69000000-99999999  Chrysler Aud

Exam coverage

- The following is a rough guess on exam coverage:
  - 35% Exam 1 material (purely)
    - Wasn’t original plan, but want to be sure you all have that stuff down cold!
  - 30% OOP material
  - 10% Bits/assembly/etc
  - 10% Matlab (similar to quiz!)
  - 15% Other (using stacks, pass by ref, include files, ASCII, files, etc.)

Notes: Want a vote
Today: Rest of RPN